Na’-‘aa-le’ Video Project:
Supplemental Worksheet

Gaa-sa
(Dishes)
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Study: Target Words
gaa-sa

plate(s)

xaa-ts’a’
me’-taa-tr’vt-na
sa’s
mvlh-ch’ee-tr’a~
nal-me
lhnal-de

bowl(s)
cup(s)
spoon(s)
fork(s)
knife(ves)
soap

tr’ee-ghii-li
me’-srvlh
srvn

running water
sponge
dirty

↘

↙

Watch

Listen to our Elders

Watch Nick as he says the
names of common dishes and
kitchen items.

Listen to the sound clips of Ida,
Miller and Lucy saying these
words. Which sounds are
easiest for you to make?

↓
Practice
Practice saying these words every time you wash the dishes or turn on the
faucet. You don’t have to reclaim a domain all at once. Start by focusing on
just one or two words then slowly add in more. The important thing is to
repeat the names of the words each time you handle the dishes.
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You Try:
Reclaiming domains means using the language in your everyday life. Another
way you can stay in the language is by practicing ‘tongue twisters.’ Try getting
comfortable with our language’s more challenging sounds by making up
pretend words. Below is one example that focuses on the letter ‘x.’ Since
these aren’t actual words, you can just focus on practicing the sounds. You
can use the online dictionary’s sound chart to help you too.

1. xesh-xay srxv-xut-xat
2. ________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________
4. ________________________________________________
5. ________________________________________________
6. ________________________________________________

Extra Practice
Once you have mastered the words in the video, use the dictionary to add
more words to your routine. Fill in the blanks with other words that you might
want to learn.
shu’ ‘ul-‘i!
tvl-xvt

It looks good!
drinking water (not running water)
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Daily Language Log
You can use this log to keep track of what activities you do in the language. Can you
increase each day?

Dee-dvn-la

Dee-la silh-sri?

Dee-la naa-srii-t’a?

(When?/Date)

(What did you do? For how
long?)

(What do you
think?/Notes)

Things to Learn
What do you want to learn next?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Where can you find the vocabulary you need to make that happen?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

